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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2018 is provided to the community of Beresfield Public School as an account of the school's
operations and achievements throughout the year.

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

Jonathan Ridgway

Principal

School contact details

Beresfield Public School
Cnr Anderson Dr & Lawson Ave
Beresfield, 2322
www.beresfield-p.schools.nsw.edu.au
beresfield-p.school@det.nsw.edu.au
4966 1146

Message from the Principal

Welcome to the Annual School Report for 2018. Here, I reflect on the things that have happened over the last 12 months,
and celebrate the achievements that have been made.

But before I do, I want to alert the school community to a worrying trend that is occurring not just here in Beresfield, but
right across the country.

As you know, children have developmental milestones as they grow. First they crawl before they can walk, and then run.
In the same way, children learn how to speak first, before they are ready to read and write.

If students entering Kinder are developmentally ready with their speech, then they are ready to launch into literacy.
However, if they are delayed in their speech development, they may not be ready to read and write until later in their
schooling.

Knowing the importance of this school readiness, we have been working closely with speech pathologists for years to
help identify speech issues and advise parents and staff about ways to address these issues. Unfortunately, the data is
extremely worrying.

Kindergarten Children's Speech Development

Within Normal Limits Delay or Disorder

National Average 75% 25%

Beresfield PS in 2015 41% 59%

Beresfield PS in 2017 26% 74%

Beresfield PS in 2018 19% 81%

This trend is happening across Australia, but it is very acutely felt here in Beresfield. These graphs show us starting on
the back foot, and getting worse.

The cause of this trend? We aren't speaking as much in the home environment. Children learn to speak by mimicking
those around them. They improve their speech if they are immersed in language and engaged in rich conversation. They
expand their vocabulary when exposed to new words again and again.
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And why aren't we speaking as much in our homes? Screens! Kids are on screens. Teens are on screens. Adults are on
screens. It's time to limit screen time. It's time to sit at the dinner table and converse with each other. Parents, I implore
you to consider what your new year's resolution might be to enable your young children to be exposed to more rich
language in your homes. Board games, card nights, a fire in the backyard, story books at bedtime, whatever it takes to
get your family talking to each other more. Let's reverse this trend at Beresfield, and give our kids a better start to thrive
in their literacy.

The good news is that Beresfield Public School is going from strength to strength. Our 'value–added', a buzz word to
describe how much growth students are displaying between one point in their schooling and another, has been excellent
for years.We have achieved this through immersing our students in language, providing explicit teaching, setting high
expectations, while supporting them in a caring environment.

The result? We set the goal a number of years ago to aspire to achieve results in NAPLAN that are at or above state
average. This year we achieved this goal in every aspect in Year 3, and spelling is just nudging&hellip;.

Meanwhile in Year 5 our Grammar and Punctuation has been above state average for the last 2 years. See the NAPLAN
graphs later in this report to see the results.

Other highlights this year include our first overnight excursion to Sydney for our Year 3 students. What a great inaugural
trip it was! We are looking forward to offering it again in 2019.

And who could forget our main building finally getting a lick of paint after 53 years, or the Life Education Van visit, or the
grandparents helping us with our Easter Hats, or the whooping cough, or the Interrelate talk where kids and their parents
squirm awkwardly in equal amounts when the educators talk about the birds and the bees!

And do you remember Berovision with the applause meter, and the treasure hunt during Book Week, and the Riverlights
festival that was so good they did it twice in one year!

And what about our wonderful community, who stepped up when we put out the call to donate food to those amongst us
less fortunate than ourselves, and to provide gifts to the kids of Bellata Public School so they have a nice Xmas despite
the drought that is impacting on their families so much at present.

And what is that noise that seems to rain down from heaven? Hark, it sounds like recorders? You may be lucky enough
to hear them for yourselves later.

We thank those in our community who have contributed to our school in some way this year, whether it be through time
and energy or through your wallet. Thanks to Quarry Mining, Beresfield Bowling Club, those who have contributed prizes
to our raffles, and those who have sponsored our major prizes at this assembly.

We have been ably led this year by a terrific group of Year 6 students. They celebrate their farewell next Monday. We
wish them well in their future endeavours in high school and beyond.

Thank you to our P&C who have worked hard to make things better for the students and supported us in so many other
ways. In particular I'd like to acknowledge Tracy Twitchin who is stepping down from 3 years as canteen co–ordinator
due to her health.We wish her a speedy recovery.

So we look forward to 2019 with excitement and anticipation, as we continue to strive to make your child's experience at
Beresfield Public School the best it can be.

During the year we have said goodbye to Mrs Lynne Connell and Mrs Leanne Davison. Next week we say farewell to
Mrs Vicki McKean as our Instructional Leader, who has been instrumental in building capacity in our staff and improving
students' academic results. We wish her well in retirement. We also farewell Miss Alanna Wallace who has been at
Beresfield for over a decade. We wish Miss Wallace all the best in her future endeavours.

Taking leave next year is Mrs Trish Scott, Mrs Margaret King and Miss Gemma Gash. We wish them well and hope to
see them return in 2020.

Lastly, as the Camp Australia Before and After School Care moves from its current location over the school holidays to
the historic building next door to this hall, so too is the team of Jess Osland Johnson and Keetah Richardson moving on.
We wish them well in the future.

So join with me as we enjoy these achievements. And thank you for your continued support and participation in our
school.

Jonathan Ridgway
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Message from the students

Ruby Andrews – Captain

I would like to thank all the lovely teachers and my incredible peers for voting me as their school captain for 2018.  My
time as captain has encouraged me to follow dreams and help other people be kind and always try their best.  I know the
2019 leaders next year will do an amazing job of being prefect, vice captain or captain. A special thanks to all my
teachers and Mr Edwards for helping through Year 6 and being an amazing mentor.  I am sad to say goodbye and I will
cherish my days at Beresfield Public School.

Blake Dyson – Vice Captain

This year stage 3 travelled to Bathurst for our school camp. When we got there we went to see the 3 Sisters but they
were hiding behind all the fog.  We went down the Scenic Railway and we could see the 3 Sisters from there. We had so
much fun and excitement until we had to walk back up the 996 steps.  We were so exhausted.  We also visited the
village of Hartley and dressed up as convicts in an old court house.  On day 2 of our camp we spent the day on the
goldfields, panning for gold. Some of us found gold but some of us didn't.  We also visited a rock and mineral museum.
On day 3 we visited a power station where I thought my brain would explode because it was so loud. We all enjoyed our
camp.

Sarah Shelton

Before I leave, I would like to thank my family, friends and teachers for guiding me through all of my years at Beresfield
PS.  I would also like to wish good luck to the next 2019 school leaders and I hope they all accomplish great things in
their role.  My memories at Beresfield have been amazing, from Mr Edwards telling us silly stories in maths, to singing
songs in the bus from Bathurst. I have had a great time here and I will remember each one of you.

Claira Raymond

What an amazing year we have all had!  We have had exciting fundraisers, an amazing concert and the best thing we
have done this year is made incredible and long lasting memories with our peers at Beresfield Public School.  This year
we have all been on many excursions.  Kindergarten went to Taronga Zoo, Year 1 to the Reptile Park, Year 2 to Tocal,
Year 3 to Sydney, Year 4 to the Great Aussie Bush Camp and Stage 3 to Bathurst.  My fellow school leaders and I have
also had an incredible year planning school events, doing our jobs around the school and inspiring you, the students to
strive to be your best.  We all encourage you to become a leader in your future years of primary school.  This year has
been an absolutely wonderful year and I've enjoyed every second of it.

Sam Fox

At the start of the year I became a leader of Beresfield PS and it was the proudest moment of my life.  I had to do a lot of
jobs around the school. At first it was difficult but then I got the hang of it.  Being a leader this year has been fun and I am
glad that I got to represent all of you.

Abby McDonald

We've come so far from Kindergarten to now. I remember sitting in lines at assembly looking up at the 2012 leaders
hoping to be one of Beresfield Public School's leaders in the future. That had been a dream of mine right through primary
school and here I am.  We as leaders have got up on stage at every assembly, we have rung every school bell and we
have delivered every message.  When we first became leaders at the start of the year we made a pledge and we
promised we would uphold the school's values and lead by example. With the help of our fellow students and teachers I
believe that we have had a successful year and I have really enjoyed the opportunity.
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School background

School vision statement

Beresfield Public School engages students, parents and the community in a shared learning experience. We enable our
students to become successful learners, confident and creative individuals, and active and informed citizens through
equity and excellence in education.  This vision is underpinned by our core values of respect, responsibility and
achievement.

School context

Beresfield Public School is located in between Maitland and Newcastle.  A medium–sized school, with an enrolment of
just under 300 students, it offers a full and varied curriculum which includes the core key learning areas, sport,
performing arts, technology and values education. In addition to 12 mainstream classes the school has 3 support classes
for students with multi–categorical disabilities from the wider local area.  There is active involvement by many
parents/caregivers, especially through the school’s P&C. The school buildings, built over time since the establishment of
the original school in 1883, are situated on land enclosed by four roads. Before and after school care is offered on the
school site. A significant number of our students come from families with a low socio economic background and
approximately 10% of our students identify as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islanders. Beresfield Public School prides itself
on being an inclusive and supportive learning environment.  Our students experience quality literacy and numeracy
programs from Kindergarten to Year 6. Beresfield Public School is proud of its outstanding staff who work closely with
parents and the wider community to offer the best education to our students. Beresfield Public School has had a major
focus on pedagogy and building a productive learning environment during the last few years. Over the next three years,
the school intends to extend the model of systematic and explicit delivery of literacy and numeracy underpinned by
quality teaching.  The school is investing in upgrading its technology throughout the school so that interactive learning
can be utilised thoroughly across the curriculum.

Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

This section of the Annual Report outlines the findings from self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework and participated in an external
validation. The framework supports public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear
description of high quality practice across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading. During the external
validation process, an independent panel of peer principals considered our evidence and assessment of the school's
progress, aligned with the standards articulated in the School Excellence Framework.

The results of this process indicated that the school was accurate in their self–assessment and was sustaining and
growing in the majority of areas.

At Beresfield we have been working on a Learning Culture of high expectations for many years.  At the beginning of our
last 3–year School Plan, we set an ambitious but attainable goal – to improve students' literacy and numeracy results to
be equivalent to or better than state mean.  This year all aspects of the Year 3 NAPLAN except Spelling exceeded state
mean.  In Year 5 NAPLAN, our Grammar and Punctuation is just below state mean after exceeding it for the last 2 years.
We have progressed along a journey towards a culture where high expectations are resulting in improved academic
achievement.  We have established a culture where we insist that students from a low socio–economic background can
achieve as well as any other student.

We also have high expectations in the teaching and enforcement of student behaviour, relationship building, and student
engagement.

We seek to continue to improve in this area through the ongoing development of teacher understanding and refinement
of practice in relation to quality teaching, curriculum planning and delivery, and assessment. Through the ongoing
improvement of quality teaching practices and student wellbeing initiatives, we aim to continue to gain increasingly
improved student achievement results. We look to consistently maintain these high standards and encourage the support
and engagement of the whole school community.

Overall, we acknowledge that improvement can be made in all School Excellence Framework elements; however, we are
extremely proud of what we have achieved to this point, and continue to work towards ever higher outcomes.
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We will continue the staff teams established during the EV process to monitor and evaluate the strategic directions of the
School Plan. Teams meet each term to track milestones, collate evidence, plan professional learning and analyse
impact. This gives the teaching staff ownership and investment in the planning process.

Our self–assessment and the external validation process will assist the school to refine our school plan, leading to further
improvements in the delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:

https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching–and–learning/school–excellence–and–accountability/sef–evidence–guide
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Strategic Direction 1

To create a culture of high expectations

Purpose

When students have high expectations, receive specific and timely feedback, and see effort as a positive behaviour, they
seek more challenging SMART learning goals, which results in higher academic outcomes.

Overall summary of progress

In 2018, the school is looking to build upon prior achievements by focussing on challenging learning goals and quality
feedback.  These two dimensions of classroom and school practice will be improved thoughout the school by building
teachers' knowledge and improving their practice in the classrooms.  During 2018, the school has been refining our
future directions through exploring the research literature, establishing our current position through surveying
stakeholders, and planning methods of effective professional learning.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

In the TTFM survey, students at
Beresfield equal or better the
state norm in aspects of
Expectations for Success (–0.3),
Positive learning
climate (–0.8), Rigour (–0.4), and
Effort (–2%).  (2017 difference in
scores in brackets)

* Additional cost for extra
RFF teacher to enable
collaborative time for
teachers

* Stage Data Days, Exec
Planning Day

* Additional Prof
Development

* Student–Led Conferences

The 2018 Beresfield TTFM Survey results are...
 • Expectations for Success 8.6  (NSW DoE Norm
8.7)
 • Positive Learning Climate 7.0 (NSW DoE Norm
7.2)
 • Rigour 8.3 (NSW DoE Norm 8.2)
 • Effort 85% (NSW DoE Norm 88%)

Next Steps

Adjustments, additions and consolidations for 2019 include,

* Implement Learning Sprints as a method of professional learning to embed changed practice in Quality Feedback.

* Continue the staff groups established during the EV process to monitor and evaluate the strategic directions of the
School Plan.  Teams meet each term to track milestones, collate evidence, plan professional learning and analyse
impact.  This gives the teaching staff ownership and investment in the planning process.
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Strategic Direction 2

To improve Literacy and Numeracy

Purpose

We are continuing to utilise professional learning to focus on collaboration and evidence–driven pedagogy to
further improve student results which are equivalent or better compared to the state mean.

Overall summary of progress

In 2018, the school is continuing to see pleasing academic achievements according to both school–based data and
standardised testing. There has been an upward trend in our results over the last few years, as a direct result of
deliberate planning and consistent implementation.  However, although Year 3 NAPLAN results are as strong as we've
seen, Year 5 results are more variable.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

To increase the percentage of
students who display greater than
average growth between Years 3
and 5 in Literacy and Numeracy
in NAPLAN. (2015– 2017
average growth 62% Literacy and
71% Numeracy)

AP Curriculum off class –
cost for casual teacher for
2018.

* Literacy target being >62% in 2018.  Result =
55.7%.

* Numeracy target being >71% in 2018.  Result =
58.3%.

In Literacy 80% of Kinder, Year 1
and Year 2 students will achieve
L3 monitoring levels for reading.
(Kinder– 9+, Year 1– 18+, Year
2– 22+)

* Instructional Leader
through EAfS

* Intervention teachers to
support Tier 3 K–2

* Funding for TPL
opportunities K–2
 • Speech Intervention
Program K–2

* Target for Kinder students achieving reading level
9+.

Result =  65%

* Target for Year 1 students achieving reading level
18+.

Result =  78%

* Target for Year 2 students achieving reading level
22+.

Result =  90%

Year 3 and 5 cohort results in
NAPLAN to be equivalent or
better compared to the state
mean in all aspects of literacy
and numeracy.

Year 3

Reading + 2.3

Writing + 9.9

Spelling – 5.4

Grammar and Punctuation  + 28.3

Numeracy + 10.1

Year 5

Reading – 23.0

Writing – 13.6

Spelling – 14.8
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Year 3 and 5 cohort results in
NAPLAN to be equivalent or
better compared to the state
mean in all aspects of literacy
and numeracy.

Grammar and Punctuation  – 2.5

Numeracy – 24.4

Year 3 and 5 percentages in
NAPLAN to increase in the top
two bands (Year 3 – Bands 5&6;
Year 5 – Bands 7&8)

2015–2017 average:
 • Reading: Yr3 33% and Yr5
19.5%
 • Writing: Yr3 38% and Yr5 8.5%
 • Spelling: Yr3 43% and Yr5 27%
 • Gram & Punct: Yr3 46% and
Yr5 34%
 • Numeracy: Yr3 26% and Yr5
21%

2018 results:

Reading: Yr3 52.9% and Yr5 25%

Writing: Yr3 50% and Yr5 3%

Spelling: Yr3 44% and Yr5 30.5%

Gram & Punct: Yr3 62% and Yr5 39%

Numeracy: Yr3 52.9% and Yr5 14%

Next Steps

Based on the evaluation data, Year 3 NAPLAN results demonstrate we are performing above interim targets in many
areas and therefore we are happy with the strategies and implementation that has occurred.  We need to look at Year 5
NAPLAN results and strengthen our practices to lift achievemnts in a comprehensive and sustained approach.
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Strategic Direction 3

To enhance wellbeing, learning and engagement

Purpose

We recognise that student wellbeing is dynamic and integral to learning. Promoting the development of positive
relationships, self–regulation and meeting the needs of individuals will contribute to a high quality, inclusive and nurturing
environment so that students may learn to the best of their ability.  Students will become self–disciplined, tolerant,
resilient and contributing members of the school and community.

Overall summary of progress

We are seeing a steady improvement in the tone of the school. Behaviour records are showing sustained improvement.
Consistent implementation of Restorative Practice is empowering students to be able to solve problems independently,
and use their skills to build and maintain effective relationships.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

An increase in the maintenance
of positive relationships
as measured by the decrease in
annual Reflection Room visits to
80 and suspensions to 20. The
average student numbers
attending the Reflection Room in
the 3 years previous to 2018 was
98. The average number of
suspensions in the 3 years
previous to 2018 was 39.

AP Wellbeing – cost for
casual teacher to replace.

* The student numbers attending the Reflection
Room in 2018 was 112.

* The number of suspensions in 2018 was 36.

In the TTFM survey, students at
Beresfield equal or better the
state norm in aspects of
Advocacy at school (–0.2),
Positive teacher–student relations
(–0.3), Student positive sense of
belonging (–10%), Students with
positive relationships (–4%). 
(2017 difference in scores in
brackets)

The 2018 Beresfield TTFM Survey results are...
 • Advocacy at school 7.9  (NSW DoE Norm 7.7)
 • Positive teacher–student relations 8.6 (NSW DoE
Norm 8.4)
 • Student positive sense of belonging 71% (NSW
DoE Norm 81%)
 • Students with positive relationships 82% (NSW
DoE Norm 85%)

Our school attendance rate
equals or exceeds the state
average.

The State average for 2018: 93.4%

Beresfield PS attendance for 2018:  91.5%

We are 1.9% below state average.

Learning Support Team
procedures and protocols will
better meet the needs of staff and
community.  This will be
measured through the LST rubric.

The staff were surveyed for their judgment of where
the school was currently placed on the LST
Planning Matrix.

Identifying Student Need: Foundation?

Learning and Support Adjustments: Level 2?

Management of Learning and Support Teams:
Level 3?

Communiity Participation: Foundation?
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Next Steps

Based on the evaluation data, the school is well placed to continue its progress towards being a school that truly
engages its community and empowers its students to Achieve, as well as being Respectful and Responsible.

Adjustments, additions and consolidations for 2019 include,

* Continue to refine systems so that the LST is operating at higher levels according to the Planning Matrix.

* Strengthen systems within the LST to monitor and improve attendance levels to meet or exceed state average.
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

Aboriginal background loading $28,351 Our network of Aboriginal families
strengthened through our activities in 2018.

Given opportunities for Aboriginal families to
to be involved in the planning of cultural
activities and learning experiences.

Teachers confident and aware of including
Aboriginal perspectives in their classrooms.

All students being taught Aboriginal
perspectives.

Staff have a strong understanding of
Aboriginal Education policy, strategies, and
key directions.

English language proficiency $0 Not applicable.

Low level adjustment for disability Di Lewin and Karlene
Frappell employed to
support students with
learning and
social/emotional disabilities.

 • Low level adjustment for
disability ($32 583.00)

Students with additional needs but without
individual funding support were able to
access assistance from SLSOs to cater for
their learning needs.

Quality Teaching, Successful
Students (QTSS)

Utilise 0.52 FTE staffing
allocation to supplement
the school's commitment to
additional RFF.

 • Quality Teaching,
Successful Students
(QTSS) ($54 139.00)

All teaching staff are provided with extra RFF
to collaborate effectively in teams.

Socio–economic background Employment of an
Interventionist = $104,113

Non–teaching AP =
$104,113

Additional RFF – Mel
Doornbos + Jayde
Kernahan @ 2 days/wk
each = $83,290.40

2017 residual staffing =
$1859.79

 • Socio–economic
background ($297 625.00)

Extra teaching staff allowed for ability to
support students in small groups and
one–on–one so that individual needs were
more able to be catered for.

Support for beginning teachers  • Support for beginning
teachers ($5 000.00)

We had one beginning teacher in 2018 who
utilised the funding to participate in individual
mentoring and support.

Targeted student support for
refugees and new arrivals

An EAL/D teacher was
established for the second
half of the year to cater for
a student on the New
Arrival Program.

The student on the New Arrival Program was
able to transition to high school with a
proficiency of English that enabled her to
access learning in that context.
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2015 2016 2017 2018

Boys 159 154 148 152

Girls 138 136 130 137

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

K 94.2 95.6 94.9 94.1

1 91.7 93.4 94.1 92.3

2 88.7 90.3 94.3 93.7

3 89.4 91.2 90 93.1

4 91.2 92.1 88.1 87.3

5 91.1 92.4 91.1 88.4

6 91.5 91 91.9 90.7

All Years 91.1 92.3 92.2 91.5

State DoE

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

K 94.4 94.4 94.4 93.8

1 93.8 93.9 93.8 93.4

2 94 94.1 94 93.5

3 94.1 94.2 94.1 93.6

4 94 93.9 93.9 93.4

5 94 93.9 93.8 93.2

6 93.5 93.4 93.3 92.5

All Years 94 94 93.9 93.4

Management of non-attendance

Students' attendance is regularly monitored.  The
school sends texts at 10am each day to parents of
students who are absent.  Those students with
attendance issues are flagged , with staff contacting
parents regularly.  Further concerns are escalated to
executive staff and the Home School Liaison Officer.

Class sizes

Class Total

ROOM 17 24

ROOM 16 22

ROOM 12 18

ROOM 11 19

ROOM 9 24

ROOM 8 20

ROOM 1 25

ROOM 7 24

ROOM 6 24

ROOM 13B 24

ROOM 13A 23

ROOM 14 21

Structure of classes

Beresfield Public School has two classes each of
Kinder, Year 1 and Year 2.  We have 3x Stage 2
classes and 3x Stage 3 classes.  We also have a
Support Unit containing 2x Multi–Categorical classes
and 1x IO/IS class.

Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal(s) 1

Assistant Principal(s) 4

Classroom Teacher(s) 12.08

Teacher of Reading Recovery 0.42

Learning and Support Teacher(s) 0.8

Teacher Librarian 0.6

School Administration and Support
Staff

6.02

*Full Time Equivalent

Two staff members identify as Aboriginal.

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 
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Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 92

Postgraduate degree 8

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

To ensure that our students achieve their full potential,
quality teaching across the curriculum is vital.

Ongoing professional learning for staff is undertaken
throughout each year to support target achievements,
ensure effective delivery of the curriculum and to fulfil
mandatory Departmental training requirements.

This year professional learning for staff includedtraining
on:

*L3 literacy program

*Quality Teaching

*Analysing Data

*Child Protection

*Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation

*Health Care Procedures including Anaphylaxis

*Leadership; and

*ICT applications

Two teachers were accredited as Proficient in 2018.  All
pre–2004 teachers moved onto the accreditation
system at the beginning of this year as Proficient.

Financial information

Financial summary

The information provided in the financial summary
includes reporting from 1 January 2018 to 31
December 2018. 

2018 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 313,871

Revenue 3,787,017

Appropriation 3,689,423

Sale of Goods and Services 3,615

Grants and Contributions 90,880

Gain and Loss 0

Other Revenue 0

Investment Income 3,098

Expenses -3,825,409

Recurrent Expenses -3,825,409

Employee Related -3,557,089

Operating Expenses -268,319

Capital Expenses 0

Employee Related 0

Operating Expenses 0

SURPLUS / DEFICIT FOR THE
YEAR

-38,392

Balance Carried Forward 275,479

Our school budget is planned, implemented and
monitored by the Principal and School Administration
Manager in consultation with school executive. The
majority of spending in 2018 has been on educational
programs to support students' learning such as
additional teachers for learning intervention, providing
teachers with collaboration time, an additional teacher
to streamline the structure of classes across the school,
and providing off–class executives to lead programs.

Financial summary equity funding

The equity funding data is the main component of the
'Appropriation' section of the financial summary above. 
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2018 Actual ($)

Base Total 2,051,375

Base Per Capita 57,581

Base Location 0

Other Base 1,993,793

Equity Total 473,083

Equity Aboriginal 28,351

Equity Socio economic 328,859

Equity Language 0

Equity Disability 115,873

Targeted Total 626,884

Other Total 421,193

Grand Total 3,572,535

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding. 

A full copy of the school's financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

School performance

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across
the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and
numeracy assessments are reported on a scale from
Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale
represents increasing levels of skills
and understandings demonstrated in these
assessments.

From 2018 to 2020 NAPLAN is moving from a paper
test to an online test. Individual schools are migrating to
the online test, with some schools attempting NAPLAN
on paper and others online.

Results for both online and paper formats are reported
on the same NAPLAN assessment scale. Any
comparison of NAPLAN results – such as comparisons
to previous NAPLAN results or to results for students
who did the assessment in a different format – should
take into consideration the different test formats and
are discouraged during these transition years.

Congratulations to students in Years 3 and 5 for their
individual achievements in this year's NAPLAN
assessment. As a school, we are pleased with the
results. Highlights include:
 • Year 3 all aspects except spelling have exceeded

state average
 • Year 3 spelling consistently high in last 3 years

(second best result compared to state average)

 • Year 5 Grammar and Punctuation just under the
state average

 • Year 3–5 student growth in Grammar and
Punctuation shows 78% of students exceeded
expected growth

These results are a reflection on our focus for continual
improvement in the delivery of quality programs. We
are very proud of the students and look forward to
seeing further gains in the future.

Beresfield has focussed on the quality delivery of
Numeracy of the last number of years.  We are pleased
with our achievements in 2018 which include:
 • Year 3–5 student growth in Numeracy shows 62%

of students exceeded expected growth
 • Our Year 3 NAPLAN results have been rising

steadily since 2013 and for the first time in 2018
were above state average

 • Our Year 5 NAPLAN results are above
statistically similar schools for the 3rd year
consecutively

The My School website provides detailed information
and data for national literacy and numeracy testing. Go
to http://www.myschool.edu.au to access the school
data. As schools transition to NAPLAN online, the band
distribution of results is not directly comparable to band
averages from previous years. While the 10 band
distribution available to schools who completed
NAPLAN online is a more accurate reflection of student
performance, caution should be taken when
considering results relative to what was formerly a six
band distribution. As the full transition of NAPLAN
online continues, the most appropriate way to
communicate results for NAPLAN online is by scaled
scores and scaled growth. This is the reporting format
agreed by state and territory education ministers, and is
reflected on the myschool website.

Premier's Priorities: Improving education results
for students in the top two NAPLAN bands.

Beresfield Public School 2018

35.71% (Average Reading & Numeracy Results from
Years 3 and 5)

Year 3 (Students in Bands 5 and 6)

Reading 53%

Writing 50%

Spelling 44%

Grammar and Punctuation 62%

Numeracy 53%

Year 5 (Students in Bands 7 and 8)

Reading 25%

Writing 3%
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Spelling 30.5%

Grammar and Punctuation 39%

Numeracy 14%

Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

Each year schools are required to seek the opinions of
parents, students and teachers about the school.  In
2018, the Tell Them From Me surveys were used to
appraise students, parents and staff. Their responses
are presented below.

Parent Survey: Respondents = 26

Parents feel welcome at Beresfield PS 7.5

Parents are informed at Beresfield PS 7.0

Parents support learning at home 6.6

Support for learning at Beresfield PS 7.3

Support for positive behaviour at Beresfield PS 8.0

Safety at Beresfield PS 6.6

Inclusion at Beresfield PS 7.0

Student Survey: Respondents = 77 in Years 4–6

Drivers of Student Outcomes

Effective Learning Time 8.0

Relevance 7.8

Rigour 8.3

Students who are victims of bullying 38%

Advocacy at school 7.9

Positive Teacher Student Relations 8.6

Positive Learning Climate 7.0

Expectations for Success 8.6

Social/Emotional Outcomes

Student participation in school sports 64%

Student participation in extracurricular activities 33%

Students with a positive sense of belonging 71%

Students with positive relationships 82%

Students that value schooling outcomes 95%

Students with positive homework behaviours 35%

Students with positive behaviour at school 84%

Students who are interested and motivated 74%

Effort: Students try hard to succeed in their learning
85%

Students feel challenged in English and Maths classes
and feel confident of their skills 47%

Staff Survey: Respondents = 21

Eight Drivers of Student Learning

Leadership 8.4

Collaboration 8.2

Learning Culture 8.3

Data Informs Practice 7.9

Teaching Strategies 8.3

Technology 5.4

Inclusive School 8.3

Parent Involvement 6.7

Four Dimensions of Classroom and School Practices

Challenging and Visible Goals 7.9

Planned Learning Opportunities 7.6

Quality Feedback 7.5

Overcoming Obstacles to Learning 7.9

Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

Beresfield Public School has a significant percentage of
Aboriginal students. We have an Aboriginal Education
committee that plans and implements a number of
strategies to cater for Aboriginal education throughout
the school. Cultural activities are provided during
NAIDOC Week and a cultural excursion occurs for all
Aboriginal students later in the year. Aboriginal
students are given additional assistance through an
Aboriginal SLSO who works two days per week.
Personal Learning Plans are created and monitored so
that all Aboriginal students have individual goals to
work towards. Staff are made aware of Aboriginal
perspectives so that all students can be aware of
Aboriginal heritage, culture and pride.

Multicultural and anti-racism education

Beresfield Public School participated in Harmony Day
celebrations again in 2018. We again participated in
making lanterns for the Maitland Riverlights Festival,
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which celebrates the diversity of cultures in the local
area. The school has a small but significant percentage
of families from international backgrounds.  Their
influence and culture makes the school community
richer.
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